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System Requirements:
You're fine to run Driver Booster 6 on the following operating systems:
Windows 10 (all editions, including 64-bit)
Windows 8 (all editions, including 64-bit)
Windows 7 (all editions, including 64-bit)
Windows Vista (all editions, including 64-bit)
Windows XP (Home, Professional, Media Center, Tablet Edition, 64-bit)
Note 1: Minimum Memory: 300 MB of free disk space.
Note 2: Screen Resolution: 1024*768 screen resolution and above.
Note 3: No hard drive requirements.
Download URL: http://update.iobit.com/dl/db6/20180828/driver_booster_setup.exe
Product Page URL: https://www.iobit.com/en/driver-booster.php
Description:
Driver Booster 6 is one of the most popular driver update tools for worldwide users.
Driver Booster 6 can update all outdated/faulty/missing drivers with just 1-click. In this version,
the driver and game component database is greatly expanded from previously 1,000,000 to
presently 3,000,000, which ensures almost all outdated drivers and game components can be
updated for all users. And by providing drivers that pass Microsoft WHQL tests and strictly
follow IObit Review Rules, the accuracy and security of driver updating are guaranteed. Besides,
Driver Booster 6 also offers auto driver update service so that driver download and installation
can be performed while the system is idle, which saves users a lot of valuable time.

Most notably, Driver Booster 6 adds a brand new feature, Boost, to bring users the best gaming
experience by boosting the system with 1-click. Moreover, the 7 useful tools in Driver Booster 6
helps users to restore the system, view system information, and fix the common but
bothersome problems such as no sound, network failure, bad resolution, and device error.
In summary, Driver Booster 6 not only updates outdated device drivers & game components and
helps fix common but tricky problems to increase the system compatibility & stability, but also
boosts system for a better gaming experience.
What's new:
+ Supported updating 3,000,000+ drivers & components which passed the Microsoft WHQL
tests and strict IObit Review rules.
+ New "Game Ready" drivers for better and more stable gaming performance.
+ New Boost module offers a 1-click solution for ultimate gaming experience and top system
performance.
+ Enhanced scan engine for smoother and faster scan.
+ Enhanced Auto Driver Update to automatically update the selected types of drivers.
+ Enhanced Fix No Sound tool for better sound repair capability.
+ Improved Clean Unplugged Device Data tool to support viewing details and ignoring device
data.
+ Improved Fix Network Failure tool to be more intuitive.
+ Enhanced Driver Backup and Restore for faster loading.
+ Improved Feedback to display solutions to some specific requests.
+ More intuitive UI & custom skins.
+ Supported 48 languages.

